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Abstract
The combination of mutable state and pointer aliasing is often trou-
blesome due to non-obvious (and usually unspecified) interferences
that may occur between non-local parts of the program.

We present a type-based approach to statically control alias-
ing and mutable state in a minimalistic single-threaded procedural
language with support for structures and references. By introduc-
ing views, re-combinable typestate-centric abstractions that encode
both type structure and permission, we are able to handle shared
and unique references in a way that statically ensures that no de-
structive interferences may occur during execution. We furthermore
provide novel information hiding mechanisms, view declarations
and view equations, that modularly define abstract constraints de-
scribing how these views can be split/merged to manage a pro-
gram’s permission flow. We adapt the concept of rely-guarantee to
create a flexible scheme for handling shared structures where each
reference guarantees it will produce a certain state and relies on
the other references limiting their changes to a certain state space.
Similarly, by means of a focus operation, we are able to have in-
termediate (but not externally visible) states that temporarily break
away from the guaranteed condition, allowing additional flexibility
without violating safety.

By unifying state and aliasing control into a single abstraction,
view typestate, we believe we can provide a simpler and more
intuitive programming model that captures the main effects of
stateful computations in a single-threaded environment.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming Lan-
guages]: Language Constructs and Features—View Typestate

General Terms Languages, Verification

Keywords Aliasing control, View typestate

1. Introduction
Mutable state — data that is stored in memory, accessed by ref-
erence and changed in place — is an essential feature of any pro-
gramming language that aims to support stateful data structures
(such as Files). However, due to the nature of stateful data, the in-
ternal representation of this data may differ throughout its lifetime.
For instance, the contents of an opened file have different invari-
ants when compared to its closed state. By encoding transitions
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between different states in protocols, they can be tracked in verifi-
cation tools [5, 10] to ensure that a program never makes incorrect
assumptions about the invariants that hold in a certain state.

We model these protocols by picking significant points in a
structure’s life that correspond to distinct internal representations,
label these as states in a state machine, and then expose them in
the type as in typestate [26]. Our approach also allows a structure
to temporarily exist in intermediate states that are not reflected in
its type, such as when its internals are in the middle of a transition
between two coherent states of the outer, wrapping, structure. We
model this via a distinction between a packed structure (when the
state is consistent) and an unpacked one (when it may not yet be)
that we adapt from [10].

Our programming model is centered around the concept of
views. The core idea is, instead of representing the whole struc-
ture as a monolithic type, a view is a logical partition or chunk of
that structure that is meant to be usable separately from the rest.
Thus, each view encodes a perspective (or permission) that a par-
ticular reference has to access the (potentially) aliased structure.
The structure’s complete type is then made up of the combination
of potentially many views. This decomposition makes it possible to
assign to each alias of that structure a different view.

Since we also use typestate to model the mutating nature of
these stateful resources, its decomposition into views may change
as the program executes. For example, a stream may be open or
closed, and at the same time marked or unmarked. That stream may
at one point have the OpenStream view and the MarkedStream
view, but after close is called it might have the ClosedStream
view and the MarkedStream view. Thus, separate concerns in the
modeling that resource’s state can be handled by the combination
of different typestates through the use of views.

We must then ensure that these views do not interfere with
each other. For example, when close is called on an OpenStream
view, we would like for it not to invalidate the assumption that the
stream is marked as expressed in the MarkedStream view. If two
views represent state that does not overlap (such as different fields)
or state that is immutable (such as fields that are shared between
views but are constant), we can be assured those views do not
interfere with one another. However, if two views do overlap, their
types must include an interference specification (based on a rely-
guarantee [14]) that allows us to soundly verify clients of the two
views in isolation, without needing to know their actual behavior.

We would like to hide the representation of a view from the
outside, while still allowing clients to exchange one view (e.g. an
InitialStream) for other views to which it is equivalent (e.g.
perhaps a pair of a ClosedStream view and an UnmarkedStream
view - Fig. 1). Therefore, we introduce the idea of view equations
that describe how a certain view may be split or merged, so that the
type system needs only to look at these equations when checking
client code, without having to inspect the representations of the
source and target views.
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Figure 1. By splitting an InitialStream in a ClosedStream
and an UnmarkedStream, it is then possible to call a mark opera-
tion that does not require the stream’s complete state.

Note that although rely-guarantee was originally proposed to
reason about thread-shared data, a core insight of our work is show-
ing that rely-guarantee is also useful for reasoning about access to
aliased data (regardless of concurrency): for example, we gain the
ability to treat views independently. We thus intentionally leave out
concurrency to focus on aliasing concerns.

Our goal is to design a minimal typestate-based construct that
expresses asymmetric invariants (to model these interferences),
thus allowing aliases to the same structure to carry different as-
sumptions. With this technique, we are effectively constraining how
each alias can be used, so that the other(s) can make stronger as-
sumptions on how the shared structure behaves.

The main contributions of this work are as follow:
• A new abstraction - view typestate - that models the main

aspects of both aliasing and state control through the use of re-
combinable and programmer-definable chunks of types (that we
call views). Although a previous workshop paper described a
more limited version of this abstraction [18], our current work
extends the abstraction with support for shared (overlapping)
mutable state and a formal proof of correctness of the system.
• The integration of rely-guarantee reasoning into a typestate set-

ting. Even though traditional rely-guarantee can encode more
complex cases of interference through complex logic formulas,
by adapting it to our typestate system we are able to specify the
most common cases while remaining within the simpler types-
tate abstraction.
• A type system, based on view typestate, that ensures the ab-

sence of destructive interference due to conflicting uses of
aliases in a minimalistic procedural language.
• Formal proofs of safety showing that our type system rules out

typestate errors related to interfering access to shared state.
The next section presents an overview of our approach, followed by
a motivating example that introduces the core aspects of the system.
The language is then formally presented in sections 4 (syntax), 5
(semantics), 6 (view manipulation) and 7 (type system). Section 9
concludes the paper, after discussing related work (Section 8).

2. Approach overview
Our approach for tracking state and aliasing is based on linear-
ity1 [31], which allows us to easily model imperative updates to
the state of data. Handling aliasing within a linear type system re-
quires us to break a type into smaller linear types, one for each alias.
With this splitting (or merging), an alias can be assigned a type that
is consistent with what other aliases may do to the shared struc-
ture. Our types are thus not related to a structure as a whole but
to subsets/portions of it; we call such a type a view. These views
are programmer-definable, and the set of views of a structure may

1 Technically, our types are actually affine [29].

change as the program executes. Together the views of a structure
model the legal ways that structure can be aliased and used. The
type system checks that splits and merges of views are done in a
type-safe way, so that each alias can operate isolated from the oth-
ers without breaking their assumptions. This isolation can come
from true disjointness in the mutable state covered by two views,
or by making a rely-guarantee contract between the views.

In order to make aliasing constraints available to clients, without
exposing the internal representation of views, a module can declare
view equations. These state the ways that views can be legally re-
combined. The type system separately verifies that each view equa-
tion is sound respect to the representation of the views. Therefore
our system supports not only the traditional type interface but also
an aliasing interface that expresses safety constraints on aliasing.
Just as traditional interfaces hide the representation of a type from a
module’s clients, the aliasing interface — expressed by view equa-
tions — hides how views (i.e. aliases) actually share mutable state.

We provide two kinds of types for reasoning in the absence and
presence of interference:

full types - the views’ contents are disjoint (unique) from each
other, or any overlapping fields are immutable (and if references,
thee reference type is also a full type). These can be tracked inde-
pendently of all the other aliases without the risk of interference,
similarly to the frame rule in separation logic [23].

shared types - multiple views exist that may modify the same state.
In this case, the type needs to express the interference interface the
alias will obey. For this, we adapt the notion of rely-guarantee [14]
into our typestate-oriented model to provide a description, through
that type specification, of possible interferences.
Thus, a shared type needs to include/express: a rely — the as-
sumption about what other aliases may do to our shared state; and
a guarantee — the commitment that we make on how we may
change the shared state (that other aliases may rely on).

Lastly, for some type T , we use the notation T full and
T shared to assert that the type is full or shared, respectively.

3. Single Cell Example
In this section, we present our procedural language through an in-
tentionally small and simple example that is enough to introduce
the core techniques of our approach. The language is minimalistic
and only includes stateful constructs (i.e. commands) as the ad-
dition of (pure) expressions is an orthogonal problem to the one
we are handling here. Similarly, although our methodology admits
separate checking of a module and its clients, without exposing a
module’s representation, we do not fully explore the modularity
concerns (e.g. with rules that enforce representation hiding).

We define a stateful Cell2 that contains at most a single ele-
ment. It supports two operations: a destructive take to remove the
element, and a put operation to fill an empty cell. Then we show
how our static verification approach makes sure that no attempt is
made to extract a value when the cell is empty or to try to fill it
when it is already full.

We begin by defining the internal representation of each indi-
vidual view that will model all possible states for the Cell, in a
similar way as in other typestate-oriented languages [3, 27]. Each
declaration is isolated and independent from the rest, and their po-
tential relationship is only apparent from the fact that they contain
a field with the same name. Thus, in our language, structures are
characterized by their fixed set of field names. A view declaration
is simply a list of fields and their respective type requirements - the
type invariants of that state. Consequently, the programmer never

2 In truly concurrent environment, it is also known as an MVar.
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has to actually (explicitly) declare structures, only these views, as
follows:

1 view NotReady { none v; } // uninitialized cell state
2 view Empty { Nil v; } // ready, but cell is empty
3 view Full { Integer v; } // ready, cell contains valid element

These three declarations describe the contents of NotReady,
Empty and Full views, all containing a single field (v). In the first
view, v has type none, indicating that the object pointed to by v (if
any) cannot be accessed. In the two remaining views, v has type
Nil and Integer, respectively, to signal that the mutable cell ref-
erenced by that field contains the Nil object or a particular number.
All views are declared from a full (i.e., non-shared) perspective; if
a view is later shared, the types of the fields in it will be adapted to
be consistent with that sharing.

In order to support modular verification, a function’s signature
must reflect the effects it has on its arguments. Signatures describe
the function’s type requirements (in-type) and the type to which the
function transitions each argument (out-type). We use the notation
Tin � Tout to express these two boundary types. The notation can
express, for example:

borrowing - when the in-type and out-type are the same, the orig-
inal type is returned to the client [6];

state changes - when the in-type and out-type have different
views, the variable that the client passed to the argument will
now have its type updated to the out-type;

captured arguments - when the out-type is none, signaling that
the function has stored the view in an internal reference and no
permission to that (particular) view is returned to the client.

We are limited to stack-like borrowing and, consequently, it is
the only situation when we know the exact relation between two
references (i.e. if they are aliases to the same structure) so that we
are able to safely restore the view to its origin after a call. However,
on capture, this link is lost forever and, although there are tech-
niques [32] to restore this dynamically, we do not employ them to
simplify our core system.

We now show how our system checks an initialization function
that takes a borrowed, non-shared, reference to a NotReady cell
and transitions it to an Empty state, after preparing its internals:

5 none init( NotReady >> Empty c ) {

c : NotReady , c.vfinal : none

by UNPACK  

c : unpacked(...) , c.v : none

6 c.v = new Nil; by TY-ASSIGN  

c : unpacked(...) , c.v : Nil

7 c is Empty; by TY-TRANSITION  

c : Empty , c.vfinal : none

8 }

To gain access to the internals of a view we must unpack [10]
the reference by trading the permission to that structure for access
to its individual fields, which is done implicitly (in a non-syntax
direct way) by the type system (through a subsumption typing rule
combined with unpack). In the code above, the unnumbered blocks
list the contents of the typing environment at that point, during type
checking, with the elements in black being required to apply the
rule (shown in later sections) in the box on the line below. In this
case, the environment contains c (the function’s parameter) that has

type of a reference to a structure of type NotReady (initially). The
environment also lists all the fields of c (in this case, just c.v)
although they are set as non-assignable (final) and with an empty
type (none) while their respective containing structure is packed.
The final keyword is identical in meaning to that of JAVA, as it
forbids assignments. Only fields can have this modifier since they
are the only assignables in our language. On unpacking, the fields
lose their final modifier and gain the type based on the internals
of the view that was unpacked. Unpacking also leaves a “residual”
type in the unpacked name (of the form unpacked(T )) which is
necessary to ensure that, when we repack, we are consistent with
any previously declared conditions (such as rely-guarantee). To
save space, we elide T since it is always the type that was unpacked.

After explicitly initializing the field (line 6), we can then
pack the structure to Empty since it obeys the type invariants of
that view. Multiple views may contain identical internals. Conse-
quently, we require the programmer to use a state transition con-
struct (line 7) to explicitly pick to which view the state should be
packed. The state transition code asserts that the corresponding part
of the structure is now consistent with the type invariants declared
for the view it is transitioning to (in this case, Empty).

If we did not have pack/unpack, it would be necessary to add
significant bookkeeping to ensure that both the fields and the con-
taining structure are in a consistent state at all times; which may not
even be possible in some situations. Packing and unpacking sim-
plify reasoning because we have either a permission to the structure
as a whole, or its fields, but never both — and whenever we have a
permission to the whole structure, its fields are in a consistent state.

We now want to allow this structure to be aliased in a way
that resembles a consumer-producer style of sharing: with one alias
committed to remove an item from the shared state; and the other
to insert one into it. To specify this behavior, we will need to write
down a shared type that expresses a rely-guarantee [14] so each
alias knows what potential interferences may occur whenever other
aliases to that structure are used. The type structure is as follows:

Rely . Guarantee

where the . symbol separates the two core components of the type:

Rely - the resulting view that other aliases are expected to produce
(by leaving the shared state with that type), whenever they actually
use the shared mutable state;

Guarantee - the view that this alias is committed to provide to the
other aliases, when it uses the shared mutable state.

This scheme is dual: for the same shared state, what one alias
ensures (guarantees), the other can assume (rely). However, since
a strict interpretation of these conditions would be too restrictive,
we also want to allow intermediate states — hidden from the other
aliases — that temporarily (and privately) break them. Thus, when
this situation is allowed, the type annotation is expanded to include
an intermediate type, placed after an @ symbol, as follows:

Rely . Guarantee@Intermediate

Intermediate - a view that tracks the current (private) tempo-
rary/local type of the shared state while it undergoes a transitioning
phase (and thus is not yet required to be at the guarantee).

Allowing an intermediate type results in the additional problem
of forbidding simultaneous uses of such temporary, inconsistent,
state for accessing the same memory position as otherwise it would
break the rely-guarantee contract. To distinguish between when it
is legal or not to have this type, we use the intermediate type to
also express that an alias has focus (a notion adapted and simpli-
fied from [12] to our typestate context). Thus, a shared type may
go through two phases (Fig. 2): a focused phase when there is an
intermediate type and it can be used as if it had unique access to
that shared state; and a defocused phase, when it cannot be used.
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Figure 2. Interaction of rely-guarantee and focus. While a shared
type is focused, its intermediate type (on the right of @) can mutate
arbitrarily. However, before said shared type can drop focus, it must
leave the intermediate type at the guarantee (the type on the right
of .) of that shared type. Lastly, on acquiring focus, the picked
intermediate type must reflect that the state of the shared memory
may still be at the guarantee (if it was not used), or it may now be
at the rely (the type on the left of .).

We employ a single-focus semantics, which means that (at most) a
single shared type can have focus. This trivially avoids the problem
of simultaneously accesses to inconsistent state, although it can be
excessively restrictive. Alternatively, mechanisms such as owner-
ship [8] could be used to reason about disjointness, allowing us to
simultaneously focus on objects that are demonstrably disjoint.

To relinquish focus, an alias needs to ensure that the shared
state it references is at its declared guarantee. However, when
focus is acquired, the current type is uncertain since we do not
know who touched the state last. If some other alias performed
a focus, the current type will be at the rely state, as one might
expect. However, we cannot know for sure whether the object was
touched via other aliases; knowing this would violate separation
among multiple views of the object. Thus we must also consider if
the current alias touched the state last (via a focus), in which case
it will still be at the guarantee state. We therefore conservatively
assume a sum type,R+G, to denote that the object could be either
in the rely or guarantee state.

focus(R . G)  R . G@(R + G)

defocus(R . G@G)  R . G

We can now specify a view equation that splits an Empty view
in two shared views (“producer” and “consumer”, respectively):

4 Empty = frac(Empty.Full) * frac(Full.Empty@Empty)

Equations are symmetric: it can either split Empty (going from
left to right) or merge it back together (right to left) provided the
two other required views are present. Note the required focus con-
dition ensures that the actual intermediate type of the mutable state
is consistent with the one on the left of the equality. Another impor-
tant detailed expressed in that equations is related to controlling the
number of references to the same shared state. Although full views
can be managed independently of other aliases (since their mutable
state is disjoint), shared views cannot. Thus, for these types, we
wrap them in fractions [7] to distinguish when we know we have
collected all aliases to some state (and the reference is unique),

from when there may still be others around with access to it (and
consequently we only have some fraction of the whole permission).
We denote one half with the annotation frac T , and these can be
stacked to multiply that value and signal that the type was shared
more than once. The equation then states that we can return to a
full view when we have the two halves of that state, since they sum
to the complete fraction. With this scheme, we avoid dealing with
actual fractional values while still being able to represent a signifi-
cant part of accounting these references.

We now look at the implementations of put and take.

9 none put( Integer>>none i ,
10 frac(Empty.Full@Empty) >> frac(Empty.Full@Full) c ) {

c : frac(Empty . Full@Empty) , c.vfinal : none , i : Integer

by UNPACK  

c : unpacked(...) , c.vfinal : frac(Nil . Integer@Nil) , i : Integer

11 setValue( c.v , i ) ; by TY-CALL  

c : unpacked(...) , c.vfinal : frac(Nil . Integer@Integer) , i : none

12 c is Full; by TY-TRANSITION  

c : frac(Empty . Full@Full) , c.vfinal : none , i : none

13 }

The code block above shows that even to do a state transition
(line 12) on shared types, the programmer only needs to specify the
target intermediate type as the rest of the context (fraction and rely-
guarantee) are packed and managed implicitly by the type system
with the information stored in unpack(T ). Note that the field
retains its final modifier, even after unpacking. This is necessary
since that type refers to a shared type and, consequently, there
are other aliases that depend on the reference stored in that field.
If assignments were possible, then the newly assigned reference
would require the type of the field to be converted to one that is
consistent with the previous type, which requires knowing more
than just the local type to correctly account for the fraction that
other fields see of it. Thus, we enforce that such assignment is
simply forbidden while the structure is shared (although it is still
allowed to mutate freely).

Likewise, we omit the details of the setValue function that
deals with the interaction between our system and actual (pure)
values since this is not included in our core system. Thus, to avoid
the limitation imposed on the previous paragraph on shared types,
such function would make use of a in-place update of a cell (instead
of requiring a new allocation) that mutates the memory location to
a new value that is then packed accordingly — without requiring a
field to change the reference it is pointing to.

Finally, the following take function destructively removes the
value from c’s field, changing the shared state to Empty:

14 Integer take(
15 frac(Full.Empty@Full) >> frac(Full.Empty@Empty) c ) {

c : frac(Full . Empty@Full) , c.vfinal : none

by UNPACK  

c : unpacked(...) , c.vfinal : frac(Integer . Nil@Integer)

16 let x = getValue( c.v ) in by TY-CALL, TY-LET  

c : unpacked(...) , c.vfinal : frac(Integer . Nil@Nil) , x : Integer

17 c is Empty; by TY-TRANSITION  

c : frac(Full . Empty@Empty) , c.vfinal : none , x : Integer

18 x by TY-READ  
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c : frac(Full . Empty@Empty) , c.vfinal : none , x : none

19 }

We will now go over some client code that exemplifies how
focus interacts with our shared types:

1 let x = new NotReady in by TY-NEW, TY-LET  

x : NotReady

2 init( x ); by TY-CALL  

x : Empty

by EQUATION  

x : frac(Empty . Full) ∗ frac(Full . Empty@Empty)

3 let y = x in by TY-READ, TY-LET  

4 // ’x’ is now the ”consumer”, ’y’ the ”producer”

x : frac(Full . Empty@Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full)

by DEFOCUS  

x : frac(Full . Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full)

by FOCUS  

x : frac(Full . Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full@(Empty + Full))

5 if( y is Empty ){ by TY-IF-ELSE  

x : frac(Full . Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full@Empty)

6 put( 123, y ); by TY-CALL  

x : frac(Full . Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full@Full)

by DEFOCUS  

x : frac(Full . Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full)

by FOCUS  

x : frac(Full . Empty@(Empty + Full)) , y : frac(Empty . Full)

7 if( x is Full ){ by TY-IF-ELSE  

x : frac(Full . Empty@Full) , y : frac(Empty . Full)

8 get(x); by TY-CALL  

x : frac(Full . Empty@Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full)

by DEFOCUS  

x : frac(Full . Empty) , y : frac(Empty . Full)

9 ...

After properly initializing the state to an Empty view, we create
another alias to that structure (line 3). At this point, the type system
uses a view equation to split that Empty view of x in two shared
ones, one of which is then assigned to the y alias. We then switch
focus to y by first defocusing on x. On focus, the type expresses
the uncertainty of whether the shared state was mutate or not —
expressed in the sum type — that is case analyzed by a state test
(line 5) so that the put function can be called from an Empty state.

Summary We introduced a type system that exposes aliasing
constraints (view equations) and that, by splitting/merging linear
views, is capable of statically managing aliasing and state in a safe
way. Pack/unpack is used to trade access to a structure (as a whole)
for access to its fields without breaking the linearity assumption.
Although full structures can be used freely, shared ones must first
gain focus in order to ensure that we are not accessing the structure
while it is in an inconsistent (transitory) state.

p, l ∈ ADDRESSES/LOCATIONS
x, y ∈ IDENTIFIER NAMES

f ∈ FUNCTION NAMES (assumed unique)
n ∈ VIEW NAMES (assumed unique)

PROGRAM ::=
〈

VIEW , EQUATION , FUNCTION , e
〉

VIEW ::= view n [<: n ]? { FIELD }
FIELD ::= [final]? T x;
EQUATION ::= n = T
FUNCTION ::= T f(T � T x) { e }

e ::= v (value)
| v.x (field read)
| v.x = v (field assign)
| let x = e in e (let)
| new n (view instantiation)
| f( v ) (function call)
| if( v is n ) e else e (state test)
| v is n (state change/transition)

v ::= p | x | null (location, identifier, null reference)
z ::= v | v.x[final]? (ranges over all kinds of identifiers)

Figure 3. Language syntax.

4. Syntax
The syntax of our language, that follows a let-normal form [24], is
shown in Fig. 3. We use X to denote a possibly empty sequence
of syntactical elements X . Optional elements are written [X]? to
signal that X may or may not appear in that position (if there are
several options in the same rule, then their presence is expected to
be consistent — they all either have that element or all do not).

We now introduce the main aspects of the syntax:
View (declaration and equation) The first one specifies the types
of each field in that view. A view can also be compatible (subtype-
wise) with others, which is explicitly declared on the right side
of ‘<:’. This allows to declare that a view can legally be used as
some other, with the type system ensuring the internals are type-
compatible. Besides a type, each field can have a final modifier
to imply that it cannot be reassigned to (i.e. is a fixed reference).
Recombination (through splits and merges) of different views are
specified by view equations as exemplified in previous sections.

Function declaration We make use of the notation Tin � Uout to
make explicit the types at the function’s boundaries, so that T is
the required type and U the resulting type for that argument.

State change/transition These declare that a structure’s field set
are consistent with a certain view, written as if it were a non-shared
reference. The type system then ensures such change is consistent
with any previously existing sharing conditions.

State test Case analyses whether the dynamic type of a structure
contains n (on shared types the test is over the intermediate type),
and proceeds to the appropriate branch according to the result.

Finally, we extend our core language with the abbreviations:
(sequence) e0; e1 , let x = e0 in e1 [with x not free in e1]

(multi-arguments) by using a view to wrap additional arguments:
f(V �W y) , f(T � U x) [where view T {V y;} view U {W y;}]

Lastly, our core language also does not (directly) support bor-
rowing on fields (when calling a function). However, such feature
can be easily added with the syntax presented in here by doing a
translation of such expression into a let construct that reads the
field’s value, does the call, and reassigns the field to that same
value. Although the type system forbids such reassignment on
shared types, this particular compile time expansion would be le-
gal since it ensures the value that is assigned back to the field will
always be the same one that was initially stored in it.
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M ::= T � T → T (function)
T ::= n (name)

| none (empty)
| const T (constant)
| frac T (fraction)
| T ∗ T (separation)
| T + T (sum)
| T . T [T ]@T (rely.guarantee[refined]@intermediate)
| unpacked(T ) (unpacked)

Figure 4. Types syntax.

4.1 Types
Fig. 4 defines our type annotations, which include the following:

function similar to traditional function types, but it also includes
in/out types for the argument: ( Tin � Tout )→ Tresult

empty (none) represents the type that models the empty permis-
sion (i.e. not allowed to do anything at all).

const signals that its inner type cannot mutate/change.
fractions each frac expresses that the type was split once. For
compactness, we use the following abbreviation:

n︷ ︸︸ ︷
frac(frac(...(frac T ))) , fracn T

with no other frac in T , implying the 1
2n

fraction of T .

separation such as T ∗ U , denotes it is possible to compose T
and U types safely (the well-formedness constraints ensure the
necessary conditions, such that we can never claim they both refer
to the same set of fields and yet are not shared types, etc).

sum lists several different possible types (due to our case analysis
semantics - the state test construct - we must limit these to only
list choices that refer to types with the same set of fields).

rely-guarantee expresses that we have a reference to a mutable
cell that will only (visibly) change state between the rely and
the guarantee — the type assumptions at the boundaries of when
interferences caused by sharing become visible to other aliases.
As described above, it includes the rely, describing what it is safe
to assume the other aliases will do to the shared state; and the guar-
antee, representing the commitment of this alias to leave the shared
state with that type. The intermediate type, only present when a
type has focus, expresses the private/temporary state. Lastly, the
refined type (only used in examples in [1]) stores a more precise
guarantee (that must still be compatible with the regular one) and
can be useful to focus back into a more precise type.

unpacked holds a type that represents the context that is used when
we need to know the constraints a reference is under (such as
for packing fields on a state transition without having to supply
fractions, etc). It is a type system only type construct that is not
meant to be written by the programmer.

The well-formed conditions on these types are only defined in
the companion technical report [1].

5. Operational Semantics
Our operational semantics is specified by means of a small step
reduction semantics over configurations of the form 〈H, e〉 where
H is the heap (that also contains some runtime type information,
tags) and e is the program code. A heap is a sequence of bindings
from locations (p) to structures (a record assigning values to fields)
tagged with type annotations (S), as defined below.

H ::= ∅ (empty)
| H , pS 7→ {x = v} (structure)

where S is the tag of p, a structure with a set of fields (x) each
containing a value (v). These tags are similar to types but simpler,
as they only contain the name of the views that the record is
consistent to. Since state transitions are only done over type names
(n), we do not need to have fractions nor rely-guarantee types
during the runtime — which also simplifies tracking.

S ::= n (name)
| none (empty type)
| S ∗ S (separation)

A program execution is given by: 〈∅, e〉 ∗
 〈H, v〉 where,

starting from the empty heap (∅) and program (e), we reach a final
configuration of heap H and value v.

Our tagging scheme is conservative, it is meant to represent the
most precise known runtime type of p but in several occasions it
will simply be approximated to be none. This has the consequence
that in several situations our state test may decide ‘no’, although a
more precise tracking could decide otherwise. We believe the extra
bookkeeping it requires would only deter this presentation from the
main ideas we are trying to show.

The core invariant that we use when tracking tags is that if a
tag may be outdated, then it must be removed. Consequently, our
tagging policy ensures that any tag present in the heap is consistent
with what its contents actually contain, but it does not ensure that
all consistent states of its fields will have the most precise typing
tag associated with that heap location.

Finally, our runtime state test procedure is only correct when
combined with the respective typing rules that ensure that no at-
tempt is made to gain access to a larger set of fields than what the
initial view had.

Fig. 5 contains the reduction rules, of which we highlight:

rd-field-read Accesses the heap (H) and extracts the value (v) that
is contained in that reference (p) for the field (x) we are reading
from. Since this amounts to unpacking, we conservatively remove
the respective tag from p to signal that it will potentially no longer
be consistent with it (note that such tag may be associate with more
fields that are also contained in that same view).

rd-field-assign This expression updates the field (x) of p to point
to the new value (v) that it is being assigned to. Similarly to
the previous case, we must remove the runtime type tag of p
that contains the field (x) as it is no longer the most up-to-date
information for p, after this change.

rd-state-transition Since the construct states that p is consistent
with type n, we update its runtime tag to include it. It leaves a null
reference to avoid “leaking” references to p or its fields.

rd-new To allocate a new structure, consistent with type (n), we
need a fresh (unused) location (p) and initialize all of its fields
with null (default) values while also tagging it with n.

rd-if-* These two rules deal with our (dynamic) state testing con-
struct. It simply checks if the type that is being tested (n) is con-
tained in the runtime tags of the reference p, and picks the appro-
priate if/else branch accordingly.

6. Managing Views
Views give us the flexibility to split or merge a type to model spe-
cific aliasing conditions. To do this in the type system, we encoded
these operations as subtyping rules. However, there are two cases:
(typical) subtyping, that is applied to each type independently; and
a subtyping operation but on typing environments to encode rules
that are applied to more than just one identifier (such as unpacking).
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〈H ; e 〉 〈H ; e 〉

RD-LET

〈H ; let x = v in e 〉 〈H ; [ v/x ]e 〉

RD-LET-CONGRUENCE

〈H ; e0 〉 
〈
H
′
; e
′
0

〉
〈H ; let x = e0 in e1 〉 

〈
H
′
; let x = e

′
0 in e1

〉
RD-NEW

fields(n) = none x fresh p

〈H ; new n 〉 
〈
H, p

n 7→ { x = null } ; p
〉

RD-FIELD-READ〈
H, p

S 7→ {x = v, ...} ; p.x
〉
 
〈
H, p

S	x 7→ {x = v, ...} ; v
〉 RD-FIELD-ASSIGN〈

H, p
S 7→ {x = v

′
, ...} ; p.x = v

〉
 
〈
H, p

S	x 7→ {x = v, ...} ; null
〉

RD-STATE-TRANSITION〈
H, p

S 7→ {...} ; p is n
〉
 
〈
H, p

S⊕n 7→ {...} ; null
〉

RD-CALL

body(f) = x.e

〈H ; f(v) 〉 〈H ; [ v/x ]e 〉

RD-IF-TRUE

n ∈ S〈
H, p

S 7→ {...} ; if ( p is n ) e0 else e1
〉
 
〈
H, p

S 7→ {...} , e0
〉

RD-IF-FALSE

n /∈ S〈
H, p

S 7→ {...} ; if ( p is n ) e0 else e1
〉
 
〈
H, p

S 7→ {...} ; e1
〉

where:

n ∈ S is defined as:
S ∈ S

S ∈ S
′

S ∈ (S
′ ∗ S′′)

S ∈ S
′′

S ∈ (S
′ ∗ S′′)

(and /∈ is its negation)

S 	 x = S encodes “remove from S the type that contains field x”, and S ⊕ n = S “add n making sure no other type has access to the same fields”, as defined:

x /∈ names(S)

S 	 x = S

x ∈ names(S)

S 	 x = none

S 	 x = S
′′

S
′ 	 x = S

′′′

(S ∗ S′)	 x = (S
′′ ∗ S′′′)

names(S) ⊆ names(n)

S ⊕ n = n

names(S) 6⊆ names(n)

S ⊕ n = S

S ⊕ n = S
′′

S
′ ⊕ n = S

′′′

(S ∗ S′)⊕ n = (S
′′ ∗ S′′′)

Note: This may require dummy fields to distinguish between views with empty field sets; and [v/x]e is the substitution of all occurrences of the identifier x in e for the value v.

body(f) = x.e , “expression e is the body of function f where x was used as argument name” fresh p , “p is an unused location”

fields(n) = [final]?T x , “set of fields (type and name) of type n” names(n) = x , “set of names of the fields of type n”

Figure 5. Operational semantics.

T <: T
ASSOCIATIVITY

(T ∗ J) ∗ U <: T ∗ (J ∗ U)

COMMUTATIVITY

T ∗ U <: U ∗ T

TOP

T <: none

ID

T <:> T ∗ none

SELF

T <: T

TRANSITIVITY

T <: J J <: U

T <: U

INR

U + T wf
T <: U + T

INL

T + U wf
T <: T + U

CONST UP

T <: const T

CONST

T <: U

const T <: const U

SUB VIEW

(view n0 <: n1 {...}) ∈ VIEW

n0 <: n1

EQUATION

(n = T ) ∈ EQUATION

n <:> T

FRAC

T <: U

frac T <: frac U

SUB-CONGR

T <: J

U ∗ T <: U ∗ J

CASE OF

T <: V U <: V

T + U <: V

R/G NARROWING

T <: Q V <: U
V wf V full Q full

(T . U) <: (Q . V )

R/G UNBOUNDED

U <: T n > 0

fracn (T . U) <:> fracn+1
(T . U) ∗ fracn+1

(T . U)

where T full encodes the notion of full as introduced on Section 2, and T wf imposes
well-formed constraints on the types and is defined in [1].

Figure 6. Subtyping on types.

6.1 Subtyping on Types
Fig. 6 contains the subtyping rules for types, and assumes any re-
dundancy in a sum type is removed/collapsed to its most compacted
state possible. The empty permission (none) is the top, since any
type can be used as none. Similarly, none can also be separated
from any type since, again, it models emptiness. The use of view
equations is modeled by a symmetric subtype relation as any type
that can be split in one direction, can also be merged in the oppo-
site way — provided all the involved views have the appropriate
types. For shared types, r/g narrowing allows to switch to a type
with a stronger guarantee and assume a weaker rely since the least
precise type is effectively included inside the most precise one and,
consequently, its effects will not be noticeable by the other aliases.
Similarly, we support a simple (implicit) equation for unbounded
symmetric splitting. In this case, such view can be safely and un-
limitedly split because the two pairs are constrained to be subtypes
- thus, the effects produced by any one of those aliases is exactly
the same as if it only existed a single alias. The wf requirement for
the inr and inl rules imposes a restriction on sum types that is nec-
essary to ensure that our case analysis works correctly and forbids
gaining access to more fields than what was initially available (by
requiring all types in a sum type to have the same set of fields).

6.2 Subtyping on Environments
First, we need to define our typing environments. We use the symbol
∆ to mean a (linear) typing environment that contains a set of pairs
assigning types to identifiers (fields and values), as defined below.

∆ ::= ∅ (empty environment)
| ∆ , (z : T ) (identifier)

As shown back in Fig. 3, fields may contain the optional final
label to mark them as read-only (i.e. not assignable). Our identifier
syntax includes both single name identifiers (such as x) and com-
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∆ <: ∆
SUB-CONGRUENCE

T <: U

∆, (z : T ) <: ∆, (z : U)

ENVIRONMENT OPTION

V + U wf
∆, (z : T ∗ (V + U)) <:> (∆, (z : T ∗ V )) + (∆, (z : T ∗ U))

FOCUS

∆, (z : T ) defocused
∆, (z : T ) <: ∆, (z : focus(T ))

UNPACK-FULL

T full T ↔ [final]? J x;

∆, (v : V ∗ T ), (v.xfinal : U) <: ∆, (v : V ∗ unpacked(T )), (v.x
[final]?

: U ∗ J)

DEFOCUS

∆ defocused T focused
∆, (z : T ) <: ∆, (z : defocus(T ))

UNPACK-SHARED

T shared T ↔ [final]? J x;

∆, (v : V ∗ T ), (v.xfinal : U) <: ∆, (v : V ∗ unpacked(T )), (v.xfinal : U ∗ J)

focus(T ) = T
focus( frac T ) = frac (focus(T )) focus( const T ) = const (focus(T )) focus( T ∗ U ) = focus(T ) ∗ U

R <: (const G)

focus( R . (const G) ) = R . (const G)@(const G)

T <: G G <: (const R)

focus( (const R) . G[T ] ) = R . G@T

else

focus( R . G[T ] ) = R . G@T + R

T full
focus( T ) = T

defocus(T ) = T
T <: G

defocus( R . G@T ) = R . G[T ]

T full
defocus( T ) = T

defocus( T ∗ U ) = defocus(T ) ∗ defocus(U)

defocus( frac T ) = frac (defocus(T )) defocus( const T ) = const (defocus(T )) defocus( R . G[T ] ) = R . G[T ]

where T ↔ [final]? T x; trades access of a type for access to its field, doing proper conversion (note that it forces a non-*-separated type on the left):

CONST

T ↔ [final]? U x;

(const T )↔ [final]? (const U) x;

FULL

fields(n) = [final]? T x;

n↔ [final]? T x;

Note the following rules only allow one field to be unpacked (due to the potential transfer of focus) and are applicable only to shared (ie. non-full) types:

SHARED / UNIQUE

T0 ↔ [final]? U0 x;

T1 ↔ [final]? U1 x;

T2 ↔ [final]? U2 x;

(T0 . T1)@T2 ↔ [final]? (U0 . U1)@U2 x;

SHARED / SHARED

T ↔ [final]? R . G x;

U ↔ [final]? R . G x;

T . U ↔ [final]? R . G x;

FRAC

T ↔ [final]? U x;

fracn T ↔ [final]? fracn U x;

where T focused and T defocused assert that T is focused or defocused, respectively, with identical predicates for typing environments. As before, T shared and T full formally
assert these two conditions (introduced in Section 2) on the type T and are defined in [1].

Figure 7. Subtyping on environments.

pound name identifiers (such as v.x) that is also used to distinguish
between assignable references (fields) and simple names. As with
any set, each identifier is assumed to be unique. Thus, the follow-
ing is a possible typing environment (although we usually omit the
{}): ∆ = {(v : T ) , (v.x : U) , ...}

Fig. 7 includes all of our environment subtyping rules. Although
these operations could be specified with a different operand, we
used the same subtyping symbol since their informal meaning is
identical. We highlight two core purposes that are encoded there:

Focus Since we allow shared types to privately go over states that
disobey its sharing contract, we must have a way to distinguish
between when these intermediate states are allowed (and other
aliases cannot see our changes) and when they are not allowed and
the shared state is expected to be consistent with the declared type.
This distinction is done through two action: focus and defocus. To
gain an intermediate type the alias must first gain focus and lose
focus when it will no longer be used - but with a consistent shared
state. Since only a single shared type can have focus, this policy
completely avoids simultaneous and potentially inconsistent states
that may have interfering/conflicting mutations. With the focus rule
(see Fig. 7), T will acquire focus and consequently, due to our
single-focus semantics, it is only valid if no other element in the
environment has focus (i.e. they are all defocused). However, since
we use a may interfere model, the newly gained intermediate type
must account for the uncertainty regarding the exact type of the

shared state, which is defined in the auxiliary function focus(T )
also on Fig. 7. The resulting intermediate type contains all cases
that may have occurred due to interferences based on the types
in the rely-guarantee pair: if the guarantee is const then we must
not be able to modify it; if the rely is const (thus, others cannot
modify the shared state), then the gained focus is at the guarantee;
and else we must consider the possibility that the shared state is
either at the rely or at the guarantee states (which is the default
case). The defocus operations does the opposite action and ensures
the intermediate type is compatible with the declared guarantee,
and that the type to which we are applying the rule to is (initially)
focused.

Unpack To gain access to the fields of a type, we use the unpack
rule (see Fig. 7) where the auxiliary definition ↔ handles the
conversion of the fields declared for a type to ones that are adequate
to the specific sharing context they are under. Note that unpacked
is restricted to not include *-separated or sum types, and thus
enforces only a non-separated type to be unpacked at a time with
this rule. The final modifier is related to ensure that, whenever a
field is shared by multiple views, it will not be modified as local
changes to that field’s type may break the other views’ assumptions.
There are two cases for this: either the final modifier was written
explicitly in the view declaration or it is added by the type system
when unpacking shared types (since these also share the use of an
overlapping set of fields).
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∆0 ` e : T a ∆1

TY-NULL

∆ ` null : none a ∆

TY-SUBSUMPTION

∆0 <: ∆1 ∆1 ` e : U a ∆2 U <: T ∆2 <: ∆3

∆0 ` e : T a ∆3

TY-CHOICE

∆0 ` e : T a ∆2 ∆1 ` e : T a ∆3

∆0 + ∆1 ` e : T a ∆2 + ∆3

TY-READ

T defocused
∆, ( z : U ∗ T ) ` z : T a ∆, ( z : U )

TY-ASSIGN

U defocused
∆, ( v.y : U ), ( v

′
: V ∗ T ) ` v.y = v

′
: none a ∆, ( v.y : T ), ( v

′
: V )

TY-NEW

(view n { none y }) ∈ VIEW

∆ ` new n : n a ∆

TY-CALL

typeOf(f) = T � U → V ∆ defocused
∆, ( v : W ∗ T ) ` f(v) : V a ∆, ( v : W ∗ U )

TY-LET

∆0 ` e0 : U a ∆1

∆1, ( x : U ) ` e1 : T a ∆2, ( x : V )

∆0 ` let x = e0 in e1 : T a ∆2

TY-IF-ELSE

T ← n = W
∆0, ( v : W ) ` e0 : U a ∆1

∆0, ( v : T ) ` e1 : U a ∆1

∆0, ( v : T ) ` if( v is n ) e0 else e1 : U a ∆1

TY-TRANSITION

T ← n = W W ↔ [final]? J y;

∆, ( v : V ∗ unpacked(T ) ), ( v.y
[final]?

: U ∗ J ) ` v is n : none a ∆, ( v : V ∗W ), ( v.yfinal : U )

where T ← n = W updates T to include n while keeping its context intact, as defined:

(const T )← n = const (T ← n) (frac T )← n = frac (T ← n) (R . G@T )← n = R . G@(T ← n) (R . G)← n = R . G

T full names(T ) = names(n)

T ← n = n

names(V ) ∩ names(n) = ∅
(T ∗ V )← n = (T ← n) ∗ V

It ensures that the change of type will only occur if there is a type with the exact same field set, while the remaining parts (such as fractions or rely-guarantee pair) remain unchanged.

typeOf(f) = T � U → V , “type of declared function f”

Figure 8. Typing rules.

7. Type System
The type system (Fig. 8) is specified using the typing judgment:

∆0 ` e : T a ∆1

that states that in the typing environment ∆0, the expression (e) has
type T with effects resulting in the environment ∆1. Where ∆ is a
typing environment as defined in the previous section and T must
always be defocused (to forbid a focused type to “leak out” and
potentially break the single-focus restriction that we impose).

We now describe the main typing rules of (Fig. 8):

ty-subsumption Is the generic rule that allows us to use the sub-
typing relations of the previous section. Thus, since this rule can
be applied freely, our typing rules are defined up to subtyping.

ty-choice To handle a choice in the environment (for instance, from
indirectly unpacking a sum type), we must type check the given
expression in each environment independently of the other cases.

ty-read To read an identifier, we must remove the appropriate view
from the environment (consuming it) to preserve linearity. This
rule also includes field reads as these can be read regardless if they
are marked as final or not.

ty-assign An assignment modifies the value contained in the field.
Consequently, the variable cannot be marked as final since the
stored value will change. The rule allows to, potentially, move
focused elements to this fields and therefore T does not need to be
defocused. However, the previously stored value will be dropped
and as such, to not violate the single-focus condition, it must be
defocused. Due to the way the final modifier is assigned, the rule
is implicitly only applicable to non-shared fields as otherwise there
could exist other aliases that may depend on the stored reference
in a way that is not expressed locally in the type.

ty-call Besides checking that the argument is of the correct type,
it also requires the remaining environment to not have focus.
We require this condition because our system cannot tell, by the

signature alone, if the function’s body will require focusing on
some shared type. Consequently, to avoid multiple-focus, at most
only the argument may be focused. Similarly, since a well-formed
function cannot allow a focused element to be returned, we do not
need to check that the returned type is defocused in here. Lastly,
the rule always models borrowing as the argument is returned at
the end of the call to the identifier that provided it. Therefore,
capture is modeled by leaving the residual out-type none.

ty-let A traditional let construct that chains the typing environ-
ments in the same order as the expression produces side-effects.

ty-new When creating a new structure of a certain type, the only
constraint is for that type to have all its fields of type none because
we do not have a way to properly initialize them automatically
(such “constructor” function can be easily done through the use of
an initialization function, as in our example).

ty-transition A state transition packs the structure to n based on
the fields that that type declares to contain. Since these transi-
tions are always declared as if the type was full (i.e. non-shared),
we need to convert that type to one that appropriately reflects
its context (such as fractions). This is done by the ← operation
that also correctly picks the appropriate context that is stored in
unpacked(T ) so that it contains the same field set as in n. It then
changes the intermediate type (on shared types) or the regular
type (on non-shared ones) to reflect the state change. Such tran-
sition does not need to pack all fields nor all of their *-separated
types. Thus, if that is the case, the field must then be definitely left
marked as final since it is effectively shared by the packed and un-
packed parts of that type, and we must ensure it will not break the
other’s assumption through an assignment.

ty-if-else Checks that the state test is correct by making sure it
only tests for types (n) whose fields are contained in the same
field set as the initial type (T ) has (which is encoded in the ←
operation). This enforces that such test cannot try to gain access to
fields that are beyond what we initially had with T , which could
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break, for instance, the disjointness condition. For simplicity, the
else branch assumes that the type is the same as the one on entry of
this construct. Finally,← is also used to change the intermediate
type when entering the if branch so that it reflects the type that was
(successfully) tested.

7.1 Technical Results
Although we leave most of the well-formed conditions to [1],
we state the most important definitions, such as store typing (that
ensures a typing environment is consistent in regards to a heap).

Definition 1 (Well-formed environment). An environment (∆) is
well-formed (noted, ∆ wf) if:

• the types of all its elements are well-formed;
• any assignable field was previously unpacked - pack/unpack

invariant (thus, any field v.x that is assignable, ie. non-final,
cannot appear in v);
• at most, only one of its elements has focus - focus invariant

(thus, on any two elements of the environment, if one has focus
the other must forcefully be defocused).

∀z.( (z : T ) ∈ ∆ ∧ T wf )

∀v.( ((v : T ), (v.x : W )) ∈ ∆ ∧ T full ⇒ (names(T ) ∩ x) = ∅ )
∀w, y ∈ ∆.( ∆[w] focused⇒ ∆[y] defocused )

∆ wf

Definition 2 (Well-formed heap). A heap (H) is well-formed
(noted, H wf) if:

• all its tags are well-formed;
• each tagged element of the heap, contains at least the fields

(with consistent tags) to that type.

∀(p ∈ H).( (pS 7→ {x = v}) ∈ H ⇒
S wf ∧ names(S) = x ∧ typeOfField(x, S) ∼ tagOf(H[p.x]) )

H wf

Where T ∼ S consistency is defined in [1] and relates a type to
a runtime tag, so that they are coherent in a way that allows state
tests to work properly — since the tag is a simplified version of the
type, without fractions or rely-guarantee types.

Definition 3 (Store typing). Relates a well-typed environment (∆)
with a well-formed heap (H) (noted, ∆ ` H), where we must
also have that on all heap locations (p), the type (U ) formed by
composing all environment positions that point to it (either directly
or through fields) must be well-formed itself and consistent with
the tag for that location; finally, for that particular location, all
of its composed types (T ) that do not have fields overlapping with
the currently focused type (if it exists) must be consistent with the
location’s tag to ensure that, on focusing, it will contain a tag
consistent with the type in the environment.

∆ wf H wf
∀p.( U = ∗{T | ( ∆[p] = T ∨ ∃l, x.(H[l.x] = p ∧∆[l.x] = T ) )}

∧ U wf ∧ U ∼ H[p] ∧
∀∗T ∈ U.( (names(focusedTypeOf(U)) ∩ names(T ) = ∅)

⇒ focus(T ) ∼ H[p] ) )

∆ ` H

for some ∆ in (∆0 + ...+ ∆n) ` H .

Note that for the store typing relation between a heap and a typ-
ing environment to hold exactly, all typing environments must be
“closed” in the sense of only containing locations and fields (thus,
cannot contain free names as these will never have a corresponding
location in the heap). Such definition also makes sure that any de-
focused, but shared, view can later be focused to a type that will be
consistent with the acquired focused type.

With these definitions, we then need the following auxiliary
lemmas, to ensure that our subtyping rules do not break store
typing, since these rules are at the core of the system.

Lemma 1 (wf subtyping). If T wf and T <: U then U wf.

Lemma 2 (env. subtyping). If ∆, (z : T ) ` H and T <: U then
∆, (z : U) ` H .

Lemma 3 (Subtyping store typing). If ∆ ` H and ∆ <: ∆′ then
∆′ ` H .

We can now state the two main theorems:

Theorem 1 (Preservation). If:

∆0 ` e : T a ∆n ∆0 ` H0 〈H0, e〉 
〈
H1, e

′〉
then exists ∆m and ∆1 such that:

∆1 ` H1 ∆1 ` e′ : T a (∆n ∗∆m)

where ∆∗∆ composes all common elements of both environments.

Theorem 2 (Progress). If e is a closed expression and
∆ ` e : T a ∆′ then either:

• (value) e is a value (v), or;
• (steps) if ∆ ` H then 〈H, e〉 〈H ′, e′〉.

Both proofs proceed by induction on the derivation of ∆ `
e : T a ∆′ and are mostly straightforward by relying on some
auxiliary lemmas such as to ensure that the tags remain consistent
with the contents of the heap during state transitions and reads, and
the substitution lemma - that replaces names with values. These are
shown in detail in [1].

Lastly, we have our statement of safety that shows how our
type system ensures the desired property of non-destructive inter-
ferences in a type checked program. This definition relies on the
notion that any destructive interference can be reduced to a case of
a null pointer access error by “trapping” the other alias with a null
reference on the shared location, as exemplified in Fig. 9.

Theorem 3 (Type Safety). If e is an expression such that:

〈H, e〉 ∆ ` H ∆ ` e : T a ∆′

then: ¬error〈H, e〉

Although the definition of error is only in [1], it refers to the
existence of null pointers or illegal field accesses. The underlying
concept with it is that if the program is well-typed, then the next
reduction step will not contain an error and consequently, by
the progress and preservation theorems, the whole program cannot
contain errors. Due to our reduction of destructive interferences
to null pointers that will cause a program to get stuck, we then
conclude the absence of such issue on any well-typed programs of
our language.

8. Related Work
The system presented here is a significant leap forward to our previ-
ous work [18] on the same topic and where we initially introduced a
much simpler version of view-based typestate. Thus, we have con-
siderably extended and improved the versatility and expressiveness
of our system to include support for shared types - where the inter-
nals can overlap while retaining permissions to mutate that state. In
turn, that work (as this one) is motivated towards a more flexible
generalization of access permissions [5], which model the permis-
sions a reference has to an object by defining a fixed set of permis-
sion “buckets”. In contrast, our goal with this work is centered on
providing a system with a kind of extensible and programmer de-
finable permission system, so as to more closely and clearly model
the intent of the programmer, by supplying a core set of primitives
that can also be combined to achieve all the expressiveness of ac-
cess permissions, in an unified typestate model. Although we lack
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1 view Nil { none value; }
2 view Number { int value; }
3 view WrappedNil { none n; }
4 view WrappedNumber { Number n; }
5

6 none duplicate( y ){ // y: Number>>Nil
7 y.value = y.value + y.value;
8 //... does something else
9 y.value = null;

10 y is Nil;
11 }
12 none func( x ){ // x: WrappedNumber>>WrappedNil
13 duplicate( x.n );
14 // x.n : none [by Nil <: none]
15 x is WrappedNil;
16 }
17

18 // client code
19 let v = new Nil in
20 v.value = 1 ;
21 v is Number ;
22 let a = new WrappedNil in
23 a.n = v; // first alias to ’v’
24 a is WrappedNumber;
25 let b = new WrappedNil in
26 b.n = v; // second alias to ’v’
27 b is WrappedNumber;
28 func( a ); // changes inner structure to ’Nil’
29 func( b ); // null pointer exception on ’duplicate’

Figure 9. Example of how interferences due to aliasing can cause
a null pointer error (in an untyped language).

their concurrent interpretation [4], our type annotations can encode
a similar meaning to access permissions as follows:

unique T , T

shared T , T . T

full T , (const T ) . T

pure T , T . (const T )

immutable T , (const T ) . (const T )

From a high-level perspective, the concept of views is similar to
that of data groups [17] or state dimensions [5, 27]. However, our
work differs in the use of view equations to relate and constrain how
these may be exchanged, and in our whole approach on integrating
it in the actual syntax of the language as the core typing abstraction.
Interestingly, a similar notion of decomposing the internals of an
object has also been applied to a different problem of verifying
inheritance [30].

Our typestate-oriented programming model (i.e. by having type-
state as first-class citizen in the language) is closely related (syn-
tactically and conceptually) to the effort conducted in the Plaid
language [3, 27] project, but their handling of aliasing is based
on access permissions. We also mention the work of Naden, et
al. [20], where the local permission is introduced to handle bor-
rowing in a system that completely avoids the need of having ex-
plicit fractions[7]. We make use of a similar notation to their change
type (T � T ) that, when combined with polymorphic fractions
(only shown in [1]), has similar expressiveness to their local/bor-
row permission. However, if the element is captured it will only be
noticed by our type system when it fails to reach the out-type, and
with a local permission system it can be detected immediately (“ea-
gerly”) in the expression that assigns it to the heap. Their handling
of sharing is also limited to symmetric invariants, since it is based
on the shared permission of access permissions.

Other approaches such as Masked types [22] also encode type-
state specifications, but only for the initialization phase of an ob-
ject’s life. In our work, we have a type annotation that is applicable
to the more general cases of aliasing. However, their system is used
in an object-oriented system (ours is procedural) and as such they
can address topics that we did not, such as the handling of inheri-
tance.

In [13], Gay, et al. model (object) protocols through the use of
session types [28], both locally and in a distributed environment, by
generalizing the notion of channels to include method calls to an
object. Although it represents an alternative approach to typestate
for type checking state, aliasing is completely forbidden in that
work as the type system enforces a strictly linear use of sessions
(without the possibility of borrowing).

Although based on the formalism of Alias Types [25], our focus
operation is similar to that of adoption and focus [12] since it
allows for a shared type to be freely changed as long as such
changes are not visible to the outside. However, by limiting our
semantics to one focused element at a time, we do not need to
precisely track the relationship between aliases with static keys
for encoding locations (which can also be seen as, in our case,
all having the same key). However, the main distinction is that
our approach allows for disjoint parts of an alias to be separated
from this scheme (so that they can be accessed and modified freely)
as well as supporting asymmetric relations since an alias does not
need to restore the exact same invariant as received on focus - just
the type specified as the guarantee. Our work does have a limitation,
or at least the trade-off, of not allowing a focused shared type to
be used as full/unique (since this would break our single-focused
policy as we cannot distinguish between the case of when there
already exists a shared type with focus and when there is not).
Similar work, but by treating capabilities as first-class linear objects
with pointers that can be duplicated freely, the L3[2] type system
is capable of encoding much more complex pointer topologies
than ours; with support for both a restricted form of aliasing (that
ensures termination) and also an extended version that more closely
relates to imperative languages by employing a similar mechanism
to adoption and focus (here called freeze/thaw/refreeze) —
however it too also requires reestablishing the original type at the
end.

Concurrent abstract predicates [11] extends the concept of ab-
stract predicates [21], to allow the definition of properties that
specify how a function manipulates a structure in a concurrent set-
ting. This program logic employs a fiction of disjointness to reason
about internally overlapping state. It also uses splittable permis-
sions to track how state can be modified, but it does not have a
unified abstraction to guide the programmer and instead its speci-
fication logic is quite general-purpose. Overall abstract predicates
are a more abstract approach to modeling state (that can not only
model typestate but also even more complex properties in predi-
cates that refer multiple values packed in different records) but such
generality requires complex provers to go over annotations added
to a host language, while we have our (simpler) typing approach
that is more closely integrated in the language.

In a similar line of research, Chalice [15, 16] is a prover that
uses programmer-supplied predicates such as requires and ensures
to show that a program is free of data races and deadlocks. Its use
of abstraction mechanisms such as invariants and (abstract) pred-
icates make it able to check for object protocols, although its ca-
pabilities go beyond it. Since predicates are a more generic form
of states, their representation may include contracts on values and
other logic constraints that we do not support. Permissions to access
and/or modify (i.e. read/write) an object are tracked by explicit an-
notations in those requires clauses. Fractional permissions are then
used to allow sharing but modifications of shared objects are only
allowed through the use of locks. It also supports a limited kind of
rely-guarantee [14] to reason about the changes in the shared state
between those atomic sections. The main difference with our work
is that we focus on a typestate approach that entangles aliasing and
state in a way that can be handled by a simple type system and is
more closely tied to the language’s syntax, instead of encoded in
potentially complex logical formulas.
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9. Conclusion and Future Work
We presented an abstraction, view typestate, that combines aliasing
and state control in a language-based mechanism to specify how
interferences on shared mutable state can safely occur. By using
these re-combinable linear types that can be broken or joined, we
can provide extensible and programmer-definable permissions to
more closely model the design intent on the use of state in a
minimalistic procedural language. In adapting rely-guarantee to
our domain, we are able to have asymmetric sharing invariants that,
combined with the focus operation, result in a flexible scheme for
modeling shared state. Our rules for packing/unpacking are then
able to extend such reasoning to the internals of a structure by
appropriately converting the types of the wrapping structure to that
of its fields, once they become accessible.

Although we have achieved significant expressiveness with such
system, it still contains some limitations on what kinds of permis-
sions it can encode (such as doubly linked lists, or other recursive
permissions), that are also present in other fractional-based permis-
sion systems. Similarly, there is much to explore in the way of infer-
ring these type annotation and equations in such a way that reduces
the burden on the programmer, but without compromising safety.

In future work, we plan to continue to explore ideas on how
to best handle such scenarios as well as support for more loose
interference models. Therefore, we believe such abstraction will
also be appropriate to be applied in concurrent systems, perhaps
even allowing us to abstract away from the explicit use of locks,
regardless if relying on more theoretical semantics (such as the
π-calculus [19]) or more practical, but still somewhat high-level,
styles of concurrency [9].
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